Foreword
In this New Book entitled “Absolute Science Practice” we discover original material, fresh, exciting, and vibrant, from the renown master metaphysician Vivian May Williams.

There are twenty-four Lessons in all, circa the years 1955 and 1956. Mrs. Williams wrote these Lessons monthly for her private subscribers and distributed them in typewritten form.

Copies of these super-charged spiritual disquisitions, as they can only be called, circulated freely among family and friends and neighbors, often for years and years.

In fact, it is by this very process that the Writings herein were discovered, more than fifty years after Mrs. Williams released them. The manuscripts were lying carefully stacked in an old shoe box belonging to the Christian Science author, Helen M. Wright, preserved in her Estate library.

Finding them unexpectedly in the summer of 2009 was almost like coming upon a mid-twentieth century time capsule, awaiting the fortunate twenty-first century reader. What a New Millennium treasure trove! Surely a chorus of angels in heaven rejoiced at this moment, as will those of us who gladly receive this book.

Vivian May Williams previous publications - only three short books in all - can each be characterized as the voice of prophecy, and yet each with useful, practical applications to everyday life.

This new Edition is no exception. Readers will be inspired with her interpretation of the Christ, of Jesus, of Truth, and of her eternal theme of the Absolute.

Yet Mrs. Williams admonishes us clearly of the human footsteps to be taken in “heaven and earth here and now”, footsteps she herself proved in her own very successful spiritual practice. Thus at one point in the narrative she challenges us with the overarching Question, “Can you see the simplicity of doing your mental work in Absolute Science?”

Those who read this fruitful little book will certainly have the inkling of an answer to this question, but several readings however, will be requisite for most of us to achieve a full and complete answer. Yet isn’t this the joy, the satisfaction, the very thrill and inspiration of finding so powerful a treatise on the subject of “Absolute Science Practice.”

It should be noted that Vivian May Williams first found her interest in divine metaphysics in the year 1909 when presented a copy of the Christian Science Textbook written by Mary Baker Eddy. Although she did not become a Christian Science church member, she said she took to the teaching immediately, and in the succeeding years established herself independently in Canada and the Western United States as a Speaker, Writer, and Practitioner.

We are indebted to Mystics of the World for bringing to print this eminently new worthy publication, and for disseminating it to the world. They are to be commended for such an unselfish service to so many others.

Lastly, I want to recommend this compelling unforgettable book to all seekers of the sacred Light, knowing full well they will find it a rich and rewarding recompense page after page. Indeed it is the absolute.
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